Closing conference

SKI (Språk-Kultur-Identitet) project
"Language, Culture, and Identity in Migrant Narratives"

Helga Engs hus Aud 3

Thursday


13:30  About the SKI project: Elizabeth Lanza, project leader

13:45  Guest lecturer: Mike Baynham, Leeds University, UK
       Identity: Brought about or brought along?

SKI presentations, Part 1: Contesting identities

14:30  Bjørghild Kjelsvik/ SKI: “I have no family” – Identity constructions in an asylum interview

15:00  Annika B. Myhr/ SKI: The story of your life: Asylum seekers in Maria Amelie’s and Mikhail Shishkin’s narratives

15:30  Break

16:00  Veronica Pájaro/ SKI: Categorizations, language ideologies and the construction of professional identities in job interview narratives

16:30  Guest lecturer: Klas Grinell, Museum of World Culture, Sweden
       Narrations of/as belonging

17:15  End of program for Day 1
Friday

9:15 Guest lecturer: Anna De Fina, Georgetown University, USA
Narrative analysis and the study of immigrant identities

SKI presentations, Part 2: Negotiating Belonging

10:00 Ingeborg Kongslien/ SKI: Literature of migration in Scandinavia: Translingual and transnational

10:30 Pia Lane/ SKI: “It feels like now this is in our own language”: Religion, authenticity and belonging

11:00 Break

11:30 Elizabeth Lanza and Anne Golden/ SKI: Personal and professional identities at the crossroads in a migration context

SKI presentations, Part 3: Wielding metaphors

12:00 Saphinaz Amal Naguib/ SKI: Visual metaphors of migration in museums of cultural history

12:30 Anne Golden and Elizabeth Lanza/ SKI: Metaphors of language learning in migrants’ identity construction

13:00 Lunch

14:00 Guest lecturer: Sten Pultz Moslund, University of Southern Denmark
Rethinking hybridity through the perspectives of intention, time, place and aesthetics

14:45 Roundtable discussion: Interdisciplinary approaches to the study of narrative and identity?

15:15 End